
star trek
episode 3:  mudd’s angels

 "What was once history becomes the future.  And, in this golden age of 
discovery, new heroes are forged as they explore strange new worlds, seek new 
life, and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before."
Captain’s Log, 2267.1.25: Risa

 Happy Terran New Year.  The crew of Solace have been given some 
deserved R&R to celebrate the coming new year.  This is a rare occasion, one I am 
not sure needed to be honored, but Admiral Sterling was insistent.  The crew have 
drawn lots for planetside transportation.  I intend to take this chance to climb the 
Galartha cliffs.

Chapter One:  Pleasure Planet
[Roleplaying.  Scene Aspects:  BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE and PLEASURES ABOUND]
 Several crewmembers, including several PCs, have won the chance to 
take a shuttlecraft and go planetside.  Many other crewmembers (including the 
rest of the player characters) are back on Solace, where Pike (who is planetside) 
has issued shipwide maintenance.  Lieutenant Cartwright is in charge of the 
procedure, where each department is dismantling consoles and systems, clean-
ing, maintaining, and running a deep, level 6 diagnostic.  
 Meanwhile, on Risa, pleasures of all varieties are abundant -- food, drink, 
gaming, beaches, swimming, sights, and parties are constantly available.  While 
the Captain, chief engineer, chief medical officer, and a member of damage 
control team #1 go their separate ways to enjoy Risa’s natural beauty and terrain, 
A PC or two are singled out by a pair of very attractive women (Eve and Magda -- 
two of Mudd’s “angels”).  The women seduce the officers (via consequences or 
compels, as necessary) and convince them to fly them (via the shuttlecraft) back 
to Solace for a tour of the ship and their quarters.
 A bit later, after being snuck aboard and into their respective quarters, 
Eve and Megara make their way around the ship, using their powers to overcome 
crew members and access components.  The “women’s” pheromonal cloud will, 
initially, cause others to become attracted to them and then, with some modifica-
tions (that the women can make without issue), cause crewmen to forget their 
presence.  About ten minutes later, the victims succumb to the anesthetizing 
portion of the pheromones and collapse where ever they happen to be.  Trill 
crewmembers react even more negatively to the pheromonal cloud; for them, it 
acts like a nerve toxin (the stun attack is a lethal attack against Trill).
 First, the “women” start with the ship’s library, food processors, and 
communications equipment (learning about the ship, drugging the food, and 
rigging control over communications).  With those operations in place, the 
mischevious pair work on sensors, then transporters (effectively “erasing” their 
presence from sensors and transporting their “master”, Leo Francis Walsh, 
aboard Solace, and the third member of their “trio”, Circe).  They then disable 
transporters, which effectively traps those planetside until another shuttlecraft 
can be sent for them, or the transporters are brought back online.
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Chapter Two:  Struggle for Solace
[Roleplaying and Action.  Scene Aspect:  COMMANDEERED STARSHIP]
 With the ship in its locked-down state, those that the “women” incapaci-
tated awaken to find their starship hostile to their very presence!  A quartet of new 
“rulers” have overtaken the ship, claiming it as their own.  Leo Francis Walsh, aka 
Harry Mudd, resides in the bridge with his trio of spellbinders.  In order to win 
their vessel back, the Starfleet crew will have to find a means of overpowering the 
ship-jackers, which, considering their capabilities, will not be easy.
 Walsh (Mudd) and his three “ladies” have established firm control over 
sensors and internal operations of the vessel.  Unfortunately for them, Starfleet 
protocols require the Captain locking out external controls via voice imprint.  Try 
as they might, the beings cannot override that process.  None of them are that 
skilled.  They are aware, however, that the first officer, Lt. Cartwright, can issue 
such a command.  Thus, they are now searching for him.  
 Cartwright, to his credit, has come to the same conclusion and has 
removed his communicator and swapped it out with a public-use communicator.  
As it is not yet registered to him, the internal sensors identify Cartwright as 
nothing more than another human being aboard Solace.  His communicator 
shows his presence, suicidally, next to one of the warp coils; clearly a simple-
minded bait and one which neither Mudd nor his ladies fall for.
 Even without Cartwright, however, the ship-jackers will, eventually, crack 
Starfleet’s protocols and wrest total control of the vessel.  Thus, the skeleton crew 
aboard must overpower the criminals and return control of the ship.
 There are multiple systems and multiple means by which the crew can 
attempt to regain control.  Each is a viable step:  control over sensors can mask 
their movements and operations, restoring transporters, even for pad-to-pad 
transportation, enables rapid transit throughout the ship, regaining internal 
security control puts forcefields and gas emissions under control of the crew, and 
so forth.  Any particular attempt will take several hours to complete and against 
an appropriate difficulty and Ability (typically Craft; Diff. averages at 6).
 Of course, any attempts at regaining control gains the attention of 
Mudd and his “angels”.  In response, one of the women will come to the section 
being worked on and attempt to halt progress.  Depending on the kind of 
resistance offered, and what systems have been taken away from their control, 
each woman’s reaction to the crew will differ.  If possible, they will restrain via 
forcefield (as a portable field, but fully repaired at the start of each exchange) and 
incapacitate with anesthitizing gasses (stun WR +6 attacks).  At a minimum, they 
will utilize their formidable structure to get in close and melee.
 Once two of the women have been defeated, or if most of the systems 
are brought back under the crew’s control, Mudd and his last lady makes their 
escape via the remaining shuttlecraft and back to Risa.  Once things have been 
fully repaired and restored, the crew can retrieve the shuttlecraft, although Mudd 
and his cohort will have long since fled.  Locating him amidst the population and 
traffic flow to and from this popular planet will prove impossible.  For the time 
being, Mudd will have made his escape.  Of course, Captain Pike will be furious, 
and punishments are due, primarily for the compromised PCs.
[Rewards:  1 Accolade:  “Mudd’s Angels”]                2
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Star Trek

risa

Planetary Classification:  M Satelites:  3 moons
Gravity:  1.0 G   Climate:  Standard Atmosphere
Population:  Federation  Resources:  Tourism 

 Risa, also known as the “pleasure planet”, is one of the most famous 
vacation resort worlds throughout the galaxy.  Powerful weather control systems 
have established a perfect year-round climate.  
 Risa likes to think 
of itself as the “Federation’s 
Playground”, and the 
Risans have certainly 
worked hard at establishing 
that reputation.  Over a 
thousand tourist resorts, 
from small clusters of 
beach-front shacks to hotel 
megacomplexes square 
miles large, provide the 
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planet’s visitors (who number over a hundred 
million annually) with nearly any imaginable 
diversion.  Most popular amongst them are 
Risa’s “Four S’s”:  Sun, Surf, Sand, and Sex.
 Risa is the third planet in the Grani-
cus binary system, about ninety light years 
from Earth.  Risa had a small indigenous 
population before it became a Federation 
tourist mecca.  They have all but vanished, 
however, assimilated with the tourist culture.Risa’s two suns



ALZBARIAN ANDROID MUDD’S ANGELS  ESSENTIALLY ALIVE

Agility:  2 Endurance:  5 Perception:  2 Strength:  4
UNREAL   RUGGED  WIDE-BAND MACHINE

REFLEXES CONSTRUCTION SENSORS MIGHT

Craft:  3 Knowledge:  1 Reasoning:  1 Willpower:  4
TECHNICAL     MACHINE MIND

DATABASE

Deception:  3 Empathy:  1 Persuasion:  3 Resources:  0
  
Andoid Body (Inherent armor; immune to stun)
Pheromone Cloud (+2 Deception or Persuasion, as appropriate, to  
 cloud judgment and sway perceptions; stun WR +4 attack)
Strong (+2 Strength rolls for applications of might)
Striking Looks (+2 Persuasion rolls for those that looks matter)
Tough (+2 Physical stress boxes)

Physical  nnnnnnnnnnn  Armor  nnn
Composure  nnnnnnn
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circe, eve, and magda
 Mudd’s “angels”, Circe, Eve, and Magda are three beautiful women of 
unique design and potency.  All three are sophisticated androids built by a replicat-
ing facility on a planet (Alzbar) within the Briar Patch.  They are strong, practically 
invulnerable, and capable of emitting a pheromone cloud that befuddles the 
senses and mind of nearly any sentient that comes in contact with it.  All three view 
Mudd as their lord, performing his wishes without question.

Circe Eve Magda



EX-STARFLEET INTELLIGENCE LUCK BE MY LADY 
LUCK IS A HARSH MISTRESS ON AN UNKNOWN MISSION

WANTED MAN   “I’VE GOT AN ANGLE...”

Agility:  2 Endurance:  2 Perception:  2 Strength:  2
COMBAT TRAINED  DETAIL-ORIENTED

Craft:  2 Knowledge:  2 Reasoning:  2 Willpower:  2
RESOURCEFUL   ALWAYS A PLAN

Deception:  3 Empathy:  1 Persuasion:  3 Resources:  2
CON ARTIST NO ONE ELSE

  MATTERS 

Con Artist (substitute Deception for Empathy for Assessments)
Eye for Crime (+2 Perception to notice criminal actions)
First Impression (+2 bonus on first Persuasion roll to impress)
Fleet of Foot (+2 bonus to run)
Hide in Plain Sight (+2 bonus to remain hidden while stationary)
Precise Memory (+2 bonus to recall information)
Takes One to Know One (substitute Deception for Empathy to  
 determine if a subject is lying)
Weapon Specialist - Type II Phaser (+1 attack rolls)

Physical  nnnn  Armor  n
Composure  nnnn
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harcourt “harry” mudd
 Whether going by Harcourt 
“Harry” Mudd, or his favorite pseudonym, 
Leo Francis Walsh, this man is the ultimate 
con artist.  Except, he is truly less con and 
more artist.  Harry Mudd is ex-Starfleet 
Intelligence; highly trained, quite capable, 
and on a mission no one could possibly yet 
predict or understand.  For now, he has 
come into a fortunate bit of power by 
discovering a powerful android replication 
center on the planet Alzbar, and plans to 
use the women created there to steal a ship 
(more accurately, its records), in this case, a 
Starfleet ship, the Solace. Harcourt “Harry” Mudd


